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To all whom it may concern: 
'Be it known that 1, JOHN Form, a citizen 

of the Dominion of Canada, and a resident 
of Portneuf, in the Province of Quebec and 
Dominion of Canada, have invented a new 
and Improved Hospital-Bed, of which the 
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip 
tion. 1 

This invention relates ‘to hospital'beds, 
operating tables, stretchers and the like, and ' 
it has to deal more particularly with a ?exi 
ble bed bottom or table top having a recess 

‘ or well for enablingbandages to be easily 
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applied and sheets to be changed without 
altering the position of the patient, and also 
to accommodate a bed pan or the equivalent. 
The invention has for its general objects 

to improve the construction of devices’of 
this character so as to be reliable and efficient 
in use, comparatively simple and inexpen 
sive to manufacture, and so designed as to 
more comfortably accommodate a patient. 
A more speci?c object of the invention is 

the provision of a ?exible bed bottom, table 
top or the like which has an adjustable re 
cess or well which can be moved to any 
point within the length of the bed bottom 
or table top to facilitate operating on or 
bandaging the patient or for changing the 
sheets, or for accommodating a bed pan, 
the said recess being formed by a movable 
frame or carriage slidably mounted on the 
bed, stretcher or table frame and having 
guide rollers whereby a loop is formed in 
the bed bottom or table top' to constitute 
the well'or recess. 7 
With such objects in view, and others 

whichwwill appear as the description pro 
ceeds, the invention comprises various novel‘ 
features of construction and arrangement of 
parts which will‘ be vset forth with’ particu 
larity in the following description ‘and 
claims appended hereto. 
In the accompanying drawings, which 

illustrate one embodiment of the invention 
and wherein similar characters of reference 
indicate corresponding parts in both the 
views. 
Figure 1 is a vertical longitudinal section 

of a hospital bed equipped with the inven 
tion; and 

Fig. 2 is a plan view thereof. 
Fig. 3 is a longitudinal vertical sectional 

view through a slightly modi?ed form of 
bed from that disclosed in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary horizontal sec 

Speci?cation of Letters Patent. Patented Oct. *7, 1919. 
Application ?led October 26, 1918. Serial No.'25>9,87_0. 

tional view through Fig. 3 on line 4—-4, 
illustrating the arrangement of the;rollers 
and support at the end of the body. 

In the present instance the invention is 
. shown as a hospital bed, but it is to be under 
stood that it may be applied to a stretcher, 
operating table or the like. 
Referring to the drawings 1 and 2 desig 

nate thehead and foot of a bed connected by 
the usual side bars 3. 
The bed bottom comprisesa strip of can 

vas 4 fastened at its ends to head and foot 
cross bars 5 and 6 which are secured to the 
bed frame. On this canvas may be arranged 
a thin mattress 7 over which is a sheet 8. 
The bed bottom formed by the canvas and 
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the mattress is considerably, longer than the ' 
length of the bed, so that a hanging loop is 
provided .at 9 to constitute a. recess or well 
10 in the bed bottom. This well is held open 
by the use of a plurality of spaced upper 
rollers 11 and 12 and spaced lower rollers 
13 and 14, all of such. rollers being mounted 
on a frame or carriage15 having wheels-16 
that ride on the side bars 3. The upper 
rollers 11 and 12 have their journals ex 
tended into squared‘ extremities 17 for re 
ceiving an operating crank 18 whereby the 
roll-carrying frame 15 can be moved from 
one end of the bed to the other to thereby 
adjust the position of the well or recess 10. 
This well permits a patient to be operated 
on or treated more conveniently, and enables 
bandages to be more readily applied and 
sheets to be changed without altering the 
position of the patient. In Fig. 2 of the 
drawing a second sheet 88 is shown near the 
foot just in the act of being spread on the bed 
bottom and the sheet 8 being removed. The 
frame 15 includes a horizontal trough-like 
‘member 15” which' serves to form the body 
of the well to hold the sheets as well as a 
bed pan or the like. As the carriage or 
frame 15 is moved toward the head the sheet 
8a will be spread on the bed bottom and the 
sheet 8 will wind up in the well. 
In Fig. 3 will be seen a slightly modi?ed 

form of bed in which a chain ?exible cable 
or other connecting means 19 is provided to 
hold the auxiliary rollers 20 in place, said 
auxiliary rollers resting on the side rails 3 
of the bed and guided on to said rails and 
over said rails by guiding members 21 ar 
ranged at each end of the bed. This may 
be readily accomplished as seen in Fig. 4 
when the side rail 3 is connected to a suitable 
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2 

arm projecting from the leg or upright of 
the bedstead. The same carriage may be 

‘ used in this form of the invention as in the 
preferred form, or the same carriage with’ 
one of the rollers removed, as preferred. 
This construction and arrangement of 

' rollers 20 produces a ?rm and comparatively 
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rigid support so that the bed may be used 
as an operating table'if desired in addition 
to that of a bed. The head or pillow sup 
port 22 is bolted or otherwise rigidly secured . 
to the angle iron 5 and may not only be used 
in this form of the invention but in the pre- v 
ferred form without departing from the 
spirit of the invention. ~ 
In the following claims the term “sup 

portingstructure?" will be understood to 
cover abed frame, stretcher frame or‘ table 
frame, andthe term “?exible element” Will 
cover a bed bottom, stretcher canvas, operat 

"ing‘table top, orthe like. 
From the foregoing description'taken in 1 

connection with‘ the accompanying draw 
lngs, the advantages of the construction and 
method'of operation will be readily under-. > 

' stood by those skilled in the art to Which 

30 

the invention appertains, and while I have 
described the principle of operation, to-’ 
gether with the device which I 110W con— 
sider to be the best embodiment thereof, I 
desire to have it understood that the device 
shown is merely illustrative and that such 

' changes may be made When desired as fall 

35 
within the scope of the appended claims. ' 
Having thus described my invention, I '~ 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
. Patent: > 

40v 

1. A hospital bed comprising a support, a 
?exiblebedding member having its ends fas 
tened to said support and provided with a 
loop intermediate its ends~ to constitute a 

' well or recess, and a-movable frame on the 

45 

said structure'for holding the loop open 
2;’Ahospital bed comprising a support, a 

flexible element having'its ends fastened to 
said‘ support and provided With a loop ‘inter 
mediate‘its'end's‘ to’ constitute a Well or recess, 

’ and a frame onthe said support for holding 

: Copies of this patent may be obtained for v?ve cents each,» by addressing the “Commissioner of l’atpevnts, ' 

_llower/rollers. ' 

the loop open, said frame being’ movable to 
change the position of the said Well. 

3. A hospital bed comprising a support 7 
including side bars, a carriage movably ' 
mounted on the side bars, a pair of spaced 
upper rollers on the carriage and a. pair of 
lower rollers on the frame, and a ?exible 
element fastened to said support and extend 
ing successively over one of the upper roll-_ 
ers, under the loWer rollers and over the 
otherupper roller, whereby a recess or well 
is formed. ' . _ . ‘ ~ » ‘ . 

4. .A hospital bed comprising a support 
including side bars, a frame movably mount 

. ed on the side bars, a pair of spaced upper 
‘rollers on the frame and a pairof lower roll 
ers on the frame, said upper rollers resting on 
said bars, ai?exlble element fastened to, said 
support and running successively over one of ' 

’ the upper rollers, under the lower rollers and 
~ over the other upper roller, whereby .a‘recess 
or‘well is formed, and a- trough-likemember 
located on thelframe at a point between the 

5. A hospital bedcomprising a supporting 
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bed frame,:a ?exible element in the form of " 
a strip having its, ends fastened to said 
frame, the length of the element being longer 
than the frame, wherebya loop is provided , 
within the length of the element to consti 
tute a well or recess, anda movable carriage 
supported by said frame‘ for holding the 
loop open and for permitting the loop to be 
moved to any part of the frame. 

(3. A hospital bed comprising a supporting 
structure, a?exible element in the form of a 
strip having its ends fastened to the support 
ing structure, the length of the .elementebe 
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ing longer than the supporting structure,’ 
whereby a loop is provided within the, length 
of the‘ element to constitute ‘a well'or recess, 
movable means'for vholding the loop open. 
for permitting the loop to be moved to any 

jeo 7' 

part of the supporting structure, iand?exible ; 
supporting‘ means positioned beneath. said 
flexible element- for supporting the; same. 

: JOHN roan.~ 

-.Washington,“ D. G.” 


